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Silhouette landscapes gifted in messages of a return
A pair of jangling keys are tossed into a hole in the earth

their shapes strong against the creeping damp.

and around it crumble first the hollow root edges

A fecund weight passed into word,

falling by after, and after, a gaze stares down with thirst,

which through its will sprang feet,

tracing by dark lines, the inside from without.

and in the wet city of knowledge it wandered

Crouched body over void thinking through doubt.

bumping by giants in cloak until replete.

By wet and dark, a word grows eyes,
points paired on sharp stone lines,

As the word roamed the keys took root,

the bright edged ring of sun soaked skin

and up leaden feet a field of legs pushed forth

shot blind in the soft haze seeing.

their stems plied open like the growing leaf

And there a book of tracings given to the gods,

First, a skirt to meet the earth and offer to the sky

then in a mourning wandered to the edge of being

its form and void.

And morning found itself in the fall,
Lines that searched out through language

where space outside had been stripped bare,

and found themselves in the cast of light,

and inside filled the burning fire

shadow marks on coloured planes of flight

till lapping space was soft.

and began to carve out pale from body

Between edges flowed silent feet

which then by glow lit a dark night.

and roving eyes dissolved in thought.

Once all had so thoroughly baked
and the fluid calmed to a silent line
the heart of space stopped beating
and behind the mirror I stepped
to look from the brisk outside, a stage lit and set.

House: Are you there? Can you see me? Can you feel me?
Inhabitant: Hello. yes. I see you. I feel you. And, I am always taken
by the moments that I see you new again. When I first arrived in your
space, I kept running into things, bumping around edges, until my body
learnt the form. Then, I began to exist in you without eyes, which then
were refreshed by the wash of the light of another in your space.

Inhabitant: You will live beyond my days, and be the container of a
new inhabitant; another who dwells within an other.
House: A mother and father take their daughter to university for
the first time, they are so excited and proud of her. They tell their
daughter how proud they are of her and how happy they are for her,
simultaneously however, they are filled with a profound sadness to see
her go.

Inhabitant: When I first arrived here I was surprised to see that you
touched the ground so softly.

Inhabitant: I have found it dark upstairs, underneath the roof, with
only two little windows to illuminate the space.

House: The point of contact is out of my control. The quality that the
contact is something else entirely. And, because of its nature the ground
touches also by its rising and falling.

House: Well, it is cluttered up there, and clutter is your domain.
Darkening the corners are piles of books and paintings; and hanging
from the ceiling dusty blue blankets. You’d find the attic brighter with
the space cleaned out and the ceilings lined with fresh pine boards.

Inhabitant: I realized recently that although I know you so well, I
barely spend time around your North East corner.
House: I have risen and unfolded to capture the sun as a gift for you.
However, in the North East the the sun spends little time and is mostly
in shadow. Therefore, I have claimed it as my own. Here, my body hangs
close to the surround of a cool wave of earth.

Inhabitant: The bath is two faced. One side looks to a wall of books
and the other a translucent pane of glass upon which the shadows of
trees are cast.
Inhabitant: I love your red soffits.

House: I find that music with a deep house music goes well with the
couches.
Inhabitant: The two bump-outs extrude from the most private space of
the bathroom, and the most public space of the living room.

House: People always ask me if I’m worried that people will fall from
my decks, which have no railings. I say that the solution is simple. Just
don’t fall off. I haven’t hidden the edge.

